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ABSTRACT
(

. . ( Unlike.computer based instikction l'f knowledge systems,
instruceional feedback for dynamie Skill training has'been found to
be most effective when the student chooses vhen and if fdedback is
to be receivgd (Munro, Fehiing, Blaise, & Towne, 1981). Because
students in dynamic skill teal: are often heavily loaded with
processing demands, instructioirfeedback Nust tie postponed until
students have sufficient free resources to-process it. The present
studylkettempts to re kic§te ehese findingt using a simpler task.r
The second factor in htoresent study 1.8,1.4 effectiveness of

, com uter generated'voi Poutput in instrucfid and iimulation in
dynxnic skill traini . These, hypotheses were tested in an
exp riment in.compu r based instration. Both the intrUsivendies
and delivery. mode (text-voice) factorp had elatistically
significant effects on,student errors: The group which performed .
the besttreceived feedback' in a textual mode and had cohtrol over
'Alen and if they-Vere to receive feedback. The second_best group
received feeftack in a cotputer voice mode.and had control over

w when and if they were to redeive feedback. The third best group
received immediate feedback to errors and feedback that was in a
textual mode. The group with the poorest performance received
immediate feedback to errors and feedback ,that was in a computer
voiga mode. The results suggest (1) that instruction in dynaiç
skill should be non-intrusive, and (2) that current inexpensive
voice synthesis technology is not appropriate for dynamic skill ..

training.
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\( INTRODUCTION_

Dynamiskill training.pre.sents problems and opportunities for
# t

computer based instruction (CBI') that are not present in knowledge

system training. One such issue is how instruction giyen in

response to student actiond can be presented 'most effectively. In

conventional CBI, Such instructions are typically presented

immediately.arter the sudent response that evokes them. In

dynamic ski4l traininemmediate presentation of instructions is

termed intrusive. Because students, Orocessing resources'are more

likely to be heavily lOaded at the time of the presentation of the

instruction, both the simulation practice task and student

attention to the instruction are .14kely to suffer.

Previous research (Munro, Fehling, Blaise, & Towne, 1981) has

. shown fhat students who can-determine if and whein,they will rective

instructional feedback messages -- termed non-intrusive instruction

-- make fewer errors In practice than students who rbceive

intrusive feedb4ck instruction. One of the purposes of the
./

experiment reporte here is k discover whether this effecttholds

in a less demanding task than that used in the previous study. A

simpler version of the experimental task used in the previouestudy

was developed. This task retains the essential structure of the

Air Intercept Controller task, while imposing.fewer requirements.

t-

The Air Intercept Controller (AIC) task requires the student

AIC to-use a simulated tracking computer station to monitor and
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track controlled and enemy aircraft,- to coMpute'recommended

'headings for the controlled aircraft, and to direct the controlled

aircraft to intercept and destroy the enemy aircraft. The student

station includes two display screens, one representing a radar,

screen and the other the display console of the_tracking computer.

Student input is by means of a joystick and 11 specially labeled

1x
keys on the display console. The task requires close monitoring

and expeditious responses to certain events, such as the appearance

of a new blip on the simulated radar screen. In addition, the

students must periodically perform certain tasks, such as checking

the fuel status of the controlled aircraft.

A new.issue of concern in the present study was the

consequenCes of cmputer generated voice output in simulation and

instruction in dynamic skill training. A crucial concern was

whether currently.available.low cost voice output devides coul4

play a usefill role in dynamic skill simulalion training. Many
444-4,

dynamic skill tasks require the use of voice. A natural approach

,to computer based training of these skills is to.make use of

computer generated voice. The experiment is designed to'compare

the use of voice with the use of displayed text.for simulation and

instruction in the AIC dynamic skill.

Two very distinguishable computer-generated voice output

devices were used in the voice conditions of the practice training.

A device employing a pre-recorded digital representation of actual

human speech waq used to simulatewthe responses of the pilots of

1U
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controlled aircraft. A text-to-speech synthesis device was used.to

deliver the same instructional messages sent fo the teoit group

students. The speech quality of this,deviceyas much less natural

sounding than that from the device simulating the pilotst voices.

The results expected from this experiment were, first,',that

the phenomenon of performance decrements due to intrusion would NO

replicated. This result was expected to obtain despite-the less

strenuous task requirements of the revised AIC task. Second, it

was expected that,the voice conditions would.tit superior to the

text version. The arguments for this,expected result wert that

most students are likely to be better at listening than at reading

and that hearing 'the instructional messages would free the

students, visual attention'from the message area on the command

console, allowing them to to direct it to theitaskzoriented areas

of the console screen and to the radar screen. It was expected

that presentation mode (voice vs text) and intrusiveness.of
"%-

instruction would not interact.

Page
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The. Eiperiment

Suhjects. Sixty-five students participated in the experiment.

- Twenty-two of the subjects,parlicipated in the'experiient to

fulfill an iAroductory psychology course,requirement. The

remaining forty-three'subjects were paid voluhteers who.responded

to posted,notices.or campus paper advertisments at the University ,

of Sputhern pa4ifprnia. Paid subjeCts,received $8.00 for their

' _particfpation in the experikent,. Of the sixty=fiVe that

participated in the experiments sixty completed the experimental

training task. Two of the non-paid students chose to-discdhtinue

t

the trainih& task. Poor performance of two others required that

they be 'dropped from_the experiment. A temporary:equipment

maladjustment causird one subject to 'he droliped.

, Procedure.. Subjects were run individually in,the-experient.

Cdtpletion of the'training session required from one hour and

forty-five minutes to tip hOUrs and forty-minutes. All subjects

first viewed a six minute videotaped, explanatioh and demonstration

of the Air Intercept Controller task. Then they Were instructed in

the functions of each of the control devices used,in the-simulated

task-- eleven specially-labeled.keyboard keys and a joAtick.by a

computer-based7training program called PREAIC. The PREAIC Program

consisted of a series of text presentations describing the taSk'in

greaterjletail than had been presented'in the -videotaped.

1.
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, introduction. It also presented Simulation segments with-which the.

student was-required to interact by using the control keys and.

joyatick.

s After completing the Pre-AIC cOmputer-based intruction

'program, allietudents themviewed the sdme videotaped sequence

which review the special keys used in the simulation, and required

them to depress each.key as it was reviewed. At this point the

treatment of students in the two groups diverged. Each group'

viewed a videotape,segment describing the way in which.

4P.

instructional'feedback would ne presented to that group and how

they should respond. This segment lasted about one minute. Next
,

'aub3ects either heard or viewed each feedback message to

familiarize them, with the advi'sories. For the last part of the

introduction'subjectsviewed a videotape of how to perform durini a

practice problem for their particular experimental condition.

A Total time spept on the introduction veried from thirty minutei to

about forty4ive minutes. Students were then given practice in,the
4

-Air Intercept Controllen task, using a simulator trainer Program

calle4 -AN. The AIC progrm presented.a series of 20 problems to

the student, organized in three banka of five, ten, and five

problems. Difficulty was,held roughly constant'within each bank,

but increased with the progression of problem banks. Students in

ail,four conditions received the same problems, and the training

program was tne same for-students in the four groups in every
tv.

respect exce pt intsructional feedOack.

Page 5



Instructional Feedback Traa.tments, The AIC program

continually monitored student performance foc a variety of errors.

Examples'include inacurrately positioning a symbol on the simulated

radar screen, or failing teget a fuel*status update from the

- pilots of the simulated aircraft within the requiredtime. The

Appendix contains a complete list-of these errors. For all

feedback conditions, when'the AIC program detected an erroP, a

Warning tonasounded and the4'Word "Advisory" appeared in an area of

:the computer console display reserved for instructional messages.

,

At-this point, those students ih the intrusive text feedback

group were presented with a one-lthe to four-line instructional

message related to the error just detected. While the message was

displayed, the simulation was frozen. The radir screen did not

change, and all the normally active keys of the computer console

were dead.. Only one key, the "Accept message" key, was active'

until all feedback messages were seen by theystudent. After the

last cUrrently,actilve message was seen, the word "Advisory" was

arased.from the screen along with the-last message. In the

intrusive voiced feedback group subjects instead heard the mevage

via headphones while the simulation was frozen. Subjects were

required to depress the."Accept message" key until all advisory

messages had been heard. Only then was the word "Advisory" erased

and the simulatiohoritthuath--'`'
w0 ,

The-students in the non-intrusive text feedback group were not ,

immediatelyj)resehted with the instructional message after the

Page 6



...system sounded the error tone and displiayed "Advisory* in the

reserved area. Unlike the students in the intrusive conditions,

students in the non-intrusive text feedback grap weie able to'

Choose the time of the appe ranee the error messages by

1.6Pressing a special "Help" key. Depressing this key Lused the

error-message to appear and the simulation to freeze until the

_student pressed the "Accept message" key. If more than one error

had been-detected by the system before the feedback message was

requested, then the most recent error message was presented to the

subject. In each case, depressing the "Accept message" key caused

the error message to be erased and the simulation to resume. When

all the pending feedback messages were presented, the,word

"Advisory" was removed. If, at the end of a problem, the student

had not viewed messages for all the errors detected by the system,

then the student was given the option of seeing those messages

before begining the Rext problem.

As with ti* non-intrusive text group, subjects in the

non-intrusive voiced group were able-to choose the time of their

hearing the error message's by depressing the special "Help" key.

By depressing this key, subjects were able to hear the err6r

message while the simulation was frozen. Simulation resumed when

the subject depressed the "Accept message" key% Only when all the

messagps had been heard did the word "Adviiory" erase from the

screen. As with the preceeding group, if, at the end of the

problem, the student had hot heard all the messages for the errors

detected by the system, the subject was given the option oi hearing
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those messages before beginning the next problem.

In summary, students in the intrusive feedback groups were
4

presented with an error message for each detected new error at the

time that the AIC program recognized the error. Subects in the

f-
.intrusive text group read the error message and subjects in the

intrusive voiced group heard the message. Students in the ,

non-intrusive feedback roups had,the option of determining when

and Whether they would re eive the error messages., Subjects in the

non-intrusive text group read the messages at their discretiog

while subjects in the non-intrusive Voiced feedback group heard the

messages when they wanted to.

Data collection. /The AIC simulation training ,program

preserved an exhaustive record of each student's interactions with

the program.' Ttese data sets were later processed by data .

extraction programs to produce records of errors, time on problems,

. and other variables of interest.

Results

Errors Number of errors was used as one measure of lear ing.

Table 1 presents an analysis of variance of the error data. Th

mean number of errors for the students in the intrusive text gr/u

was 97.9, and for the intrusive voiced-group, the mean number o

errors was 143.8. The mean number of errors for the students in.

the non-intrusive text group was 76.6, and for the non-intrusive

voiced group, the mean number of *errors was 89.1. These
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if erences were highly significant, suggesting that atudents in

Itnon-intrusive groups learned more than the itrusive groups and

also that subjects in the 'text groups performed better than

0

subjects in the voiced groups.

1.

**Time per crof2dem, Vie total time spent on each problem by

each student was recorded. Table 2 presents the analysis of the
..Jr`

total time on problem data; where time is expressed in tenths of

seconds. Intrusive' text grimp students spent a mean of 218.1

seconds per problem, and the intrusive vocced group students took

241.3 seconds. Non-inirusive text subjects spent an average of

215.0 secon6 per próblem.and non-intrusive voiced subjecis took

230.2 seconds. The difference was not significant for either

factor. Actual time spent on each problem waa also recorded for

each subject. Actual time is the total time spent on a problem

minus the time the subject spent attending to feedback. Table 3

presents the analysis 'of the actual time on problem data, where

time is expressed In tenths of seconds. Intrusive text group

students spent a mean of 201.0 seconds per problem, and the

intrusive voiced students took 213.6 seconds. Non-intrusive text

subjects spent 202.5 seconds per problem and non-intrusive voiced

subjects took 206.8 seconds. This difference was not significant

for-either factor.

Crucial and non-crucial errors. Student errors are classified

by the AIC protram into twenty-eight types. Of these, eighteen may

be termed icrucial" errors, in that they are likely to materially

I



affect the student's chances of "winning" an exercise by shooting --

down the enemy aircraft. The other ten types of,perrors are

non-crucial in thai they reflect'errors of form that will not

immediately decrease the chances of wAnning the problem. Table

presents the analysis of total crucial errors for all twenty

problems. It shows that there is no significant difference betweeA

any of the conditions. The intrusive text group made an average of

2.74 crucial errors per problem, while the intusive voiced groUp

. made 2.91. The non-intrusive text group.made an averag9tof 21,66

crucial errors per problem, while the non-intrusive voiced group

made 2.58.

4The mean number of non-crucial errors per problem for the
-

in rusive tat group was 2.12. The intrusive voiced group made a

mean of 4.24.non-crucial errors per problem. The mean number of

non-crucial errors per problem for-the non-intrusive text group was

1.16, while the non-intrusive voiced group made 1.85 non-crucial

errors per problem. Table 5 shows that these results are

significant. This suggests that, even though overloaded by the

intrusive instructional messages, the intrusive groups were still

able to decide which performance factors to attend to. They chose

to permit greater deterioration of their non-crucial performance

rather than their crucial performance. It also suggests that

voiced feedback is detrimental to performance, particularly when it

is intrusive. Subjects that receive the spoken messages are

required to attend to the error message for a much longer time and

this requiretmore processing than text subjects who simply .glanee

Page 10
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at the written.errorimessage.

)

Joystick errors. 'In an attempt to determine what kind of..

performance is affected by tte inirusiveness and mode of

kt,

ginstructional feedback, a separate analysis of joystick errqrs was

performed. Most of the AIC task requires the fusion of skills of

planning, time or distance estimation, and decision making, as well

as soie motor coordination. Ibis is the task of using the joystick
1

and keyboard to "hook" a symbol on a simulated radar screen blip.

Table 6 shows that there was no significant difference ig.the total

number of joystick errors made by sub.jects in the four experimental

conditions/over the course Of the twenty practice problems. This

implies that the deleterious effects of intrusime and/or voiced,

feedback may not equally degrade all types of skills. The-Motor.

skill of

processi

Page 11

ing the joystick appears not to be harmed by-the ' 0

loads imposed by intrusive or voiced feedback.

A

I
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Disoussion

The error results support the hypothesis that the processing

demands of dynamic skill simulation training require non-inirusive

rather than intrusive feedback. tudents receiving intrusive

feedback made significantly more errors than did those who rec01-Ved

non-intrusive instruction. Analysis df crucial and non-crucial

errors reveals that there is a signtL4ant difference in number of.
errors maae only for non-crucltl errors. Apparently because the

task is easier than that usea in.the previous experiment (Munro et

al, 1980, intrueive group students,were able to perform the

crucial sub-tasks as well as the non-intrusive group students.

Only on the 'non-crucial subtasks aid theintrusive group students

make significantly more errors than did the non.intrusive,group

students. ,

The separate analysis of joystick errOrs supports'the view
,

that motor sirills"may not 1::;e as affected by the information

processing .overload imposed by intrusiv70 instruction as are

memory and_decision-making processes. ,

Further research is called for to determine whether errors in

training are indicative of the level of final performance after

more extensive training. If students in-the intrusive instruction

group make more errors in the first few hours of training, does

this mean that"they,will necessarily make more errors after more

exhaustive,training? Will they reach a'criterion level of

2C,

Ve.
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performance more rdioidly? More exhaustive longituOnal studies are

called for to answer these questions. The present s udy suggests

that if an objective is to minimize errors during dy aMic skill

training, then non-intrus ve instruc is preferabl to intrusive

instruction.

4 4a

The error results did not support the h othebis tat rice ,

,

instructio in dynamic lkill training is more effe ivellhan text
t. s

instruction. To the contrary, voice instruction result d in
.,..

signif.thatiy more errors than did text instruction. To plausible

A
explanations can be offered for this result. The first that it .

takes longer to listen to a spoken message than tR read he same

message, at least for practiced readers. Theretore, voice

instruction took attention away from the ongoing task foi longer

periods of time, rhultinrin more short-term memory decay than for

those students whorread the same messages. The second explanation
fr

- is that the quality of the voice instruction was not very good, so

that listening to the instructions required significantly more't).

processing resources than reading the same instructior:

The disappointing performanbe of voice instruction in this

experiment does not necesiarily mean that voice cannot be used

effectively in dynamic skill training. It does mean that the

low-quality voice output used in this experiment may not be

appropriate for dynamic skill training. It remains to be

determined whether a more intelligible voice output device would

cause performance decrements.

Page 13
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APPENDIX: Crucial and Non-Crucial Errors.

CRUCIAL ERRORS

1. Hooking symbol off the blip. hid erroi oce'ura when the student
depresses one,of the_symbol keys (e.g., B1) when the cursor is not
positioned directly over the blip. It is a crucial error because
subsequent interception computationd will be based on the position
and heading of the s bol rather than the blip.

2. Failing to Jthok a CAP for more than 60 seconds after it appears.
This is the er or of not identifying the new blip for more than a
minute af,riIt appears. No intercept computations can be made for
that OAP until it has been hooked.

3. Failing to rehook the CAP for more than 30 seconds after first
hooking it. This error occurs when the student identified a CAP but
failed to label.it a second time. The tracking computer has no speed
'or direction for the CAP that was not rehooked.,

4. Fairing to hook a Bogey for more than 24 seconds after it
appears. This error is similar to 2, above.

5. Failing to rehook a Bogey for more than 18 seconds after first
hooking it. This errorcas similar to 3, above.

6. Failing to rehook a Bogey for more than 36 secods after a heading
jink. This error occurs when the Bogey changes direction from the
currently plotted path and is not rehooked (relabeledl% The tracking
computer will use the old, incorrect course for any computations of
intercept, etc.

7. Failing to rehook a Boge# for more than as seconds after a speed
jink. This error occurs when the student,fails to rehook the Bogey
blip after it speeds uptor slows down. After a speed jinkvthe
Bogey's radar blip does not match the position of the Bogey's label
on the screen. As with error 6, subsequent computations based on
the Bogey's position and speed will be incorrect:

8. Failing to rehook a CAP for more than 36 seconds after it does a
heAding jink. As in error 6, a change in direction must be entered
into the tracking computer or subsequent computations will be
incorrect.

9. Failing to compute an attack heading within 18 seconds of
rehooking a Bogey. After a Bogey has been hooked and rehooked, the
tracking computer as a representaeion of its speed and direction.
If the student fails to compute an intercept/attack heading quickly,
the Bogey may escape from the nearest CAP.

10. Faicing to compute an attack heading within 18 seconds of a jink
by a Bogey under attack. A Bogey being attacked must not only be



.$

rehooked quickly after it jinks, but a new attack heading must be
.computed; as well.

11. Failing to reltaok a CAP for more than 36 seconds after a CAP
makes a speed jink. As with trror 7, subsequent computations depend
op accurate tracking of blips.

V ,

12. Failing to send a new attack heading to a CAP for more than 18
seconds after it spashes a bogey. If ,more than one Bogey is to be
attacked by a CAP, then a eV attack heading must be sent to the CAP
to direct it to intercept the next Bogey after it destroys the prior
assigned Bogey.

13. Sending an incorrectattaOk heading. This error occurs when a
stp t misreads or mistypes the previously calculated'attabk
he ding.

14. Falling to send an attack heading for more than 12 seconds after
computing it. The, computed attack heading should be sent quickly to
the CAP if the intercept is to be effected.

15. Failing to fire while in firing'range. The CAP's weapons are
effective only at close range. If a CAP moves into'firihg range of

.its assigned Bogey d then moves out of that range again without
firing, then the s udent has made this error.

16. Firing when not on attack heading. $o attack heading has been
sent to the CAP, so the fired missle ià wasted.

17. Failing to fire for more than 12 secopds after entering firing
range. Waiting this long in firing range is likely to reiult in
being shot down by the enemy.

18. Firing when not on cOrrect attack heading.. If a CAP fires
when it is not on a correct attack heading for,its Bogey'r then a .
missle has been wasted.

NON=CRUCIAL ERRORS

1. Failing to rehook a CAP for more than 36 seconds after it turns
to attack. This error is non-crUcial because the CAP is on the
correct attack htiding and can succabsfully down the Bogey.

2. Firing when out of firing range. The student fires a missle
before the CAP is close enough for its weapon to be effective.

3. Firing when out Of missles. This is non-crucial because it does
not affect the number of Bogeys shot down.

4. Falling to get a fuel and weapons update for mbre than 60 seconds
after rehooking a CAP. The 'update informs the student how many
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pounds of fuel and how why weapons each active CAP has. This
information does not contribute to the core task of destroying the
-Bogeys.

5. .Failing to get a fuel and weapons update for more than 60 seconds
after the previous such update.
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Total errors, means.- By instructional treatment group.

*IntruSiveleedback .Non-intrusive i'eedback,

Group Group

Text .97.9 76.6

Voice 143.8 89.1

2-WAY -ANOVA

Page 18

Source of-Variation DF' , F --Significance,

I

f
-Intrusion .1 12.40, .001.

,.

4
: Delivery mode

.
7.32 .01

Intrusion x Mode 1 2.39 n.s.

Iftesidual 56 .4

.4)

Table 1.

Total grrors. Analysis of Variance.

2.6

,,



Total crucial errors, means. By-instructional treatment group.

r

Intriisive Feedback Non-intrusive Feedback

Group Group

.Text'j 54.93

Voice 58:30

53.27

51.70

2-WAY ANOVA
..

4r). r
1

f Variation

q
O. Intrusit

Delivery mbde

V
Intrusion x Mode

1

Residual ;

Di

1

1

1

56 +'

F

0.76

.0.04

0 27.

Significance

--n.s.

n.s.

n,s.

4
6

Table 2.

Crucial-Errors. Anaiysis Of,Variance.

. . _

. 4
1.)/
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Total non-crudial errors, means. By instructional group.

Text

Voice

Intrusive Feedback Non-intrusive Feedback

Group Group -

42.5 23.33

,84.9

Source of Variation

Intrusion

Delivery mode

, Intrusion x Mode

ResiduaA

37.10

2,WAY ANOVA

SignificSnce

21.68 .001

15.18 .001

_3.95 n.s.

56

Table 3.

Non..:crucial Errors. Analysis of Kariance.

0
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Total time on problems (seconds), means. By instructional treatment group.

Text

Voice

Intrusive Feedback Non-it6usive Feedback

Group Group

4362.2

4826.0

2-WAY ANOVA

4300.0 .

4605.4

SoUrce of Variatiiin DF F Significance

Intrusion 1 '0.91 . n.s.

Deliver:1r mode .1 6.72 n.s.*

4Intrusion x Mode 1 0.29 n.s.
:e

Residual 56

*Approaches significance, <.02

Table 4.

Total Time on Problem. AnalAis of Variance..

9 tj
:

I.

I
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Actual time on problems (seconds), not including feedback, means.
By instructional treatment group.

Text

Voice

/
Intrusive Feedback Nori-intrusive Feedback

Group Group

4020.8 4050.2

4272.6 4137.6

.,
I.

..

2-WAY-ANOVA

r

Source of Variation DF F Significance
,

Intrusion V 0.22 .n.s.

Delivery mode 1 2.30 n.s.

Intrusion x Mode 1 .0.54 n.s.

Residual , 56

, C,

Page 22

,Table 5.
=,

Actual Time, on Problems. AnSlysis of Varince.
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Joystick errors, means. By instructional treatment group.
,

,

Text

,Voice

A
Intrusive Feedback Non-intrusive Feedback

Group Group

19.33

22.50

19.87

17.60

G

f,

Source of Variation
,

,

2-WAY ANOVA

DF

,

F Significant

Intrusion 1 1.57 n.s.,

# Delivery mode 1 0.07 n.s.

,. Intrusion x Mode 1 2.42 ) ths.

Residual 56

.....

Table 6..

,.

Joystick Errors. Analysis of Variance.

%
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